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Abstract
Object detection using aerial drone imagery has received a

great deal of attention in recent years. While visible light im-
ages are adequate for detecting objects in most scenarios, thermal
cameras can extend the capabilities of object detection to night-
time or occluded objects. As such, RGB and Infrared (IR) fu-
sion methods for object detection are useful and important. One
of the biggest challenges in applying deep learning methods to
RGB/IR object detection is the lack of available training data for
drone IR imagery, especially at night. In this paper, we develop
several strategies for creating synthetic IR images using the AIR-
Sim simulation engine and CycleGAN. Furthermore, we utilize
an illumination-aware fusion framework to fuse RGB and IR im-
ages for object detection on the ground. We characterize and test
our methods for both simulated and actual data. Our solution is
implemented on an NVIDIA Jetson Xavier running on an actual
drone, requiring about 28 milliseconds of processing per RGB/IR
image pair.

1. Introduction
Object detection has proven to be useful in many fields, be

it cable inspection, livestock monitoring or general surveillance.
Compared with land-based methods, using a drone as a platform
for the payload has the advantage of being able to traverse any
terrain in a stable, predictable fashion. However, current drone
object detection methods use the onboard visible light RGB cam-
era, which are only suitable for daylight capture times, and nec-
essarily perform poorly during night settings. Thus, it is desirable
to develop new methods of object detection that are invariant to
the lighting conditions of the environment. Infrared (IR) imagery
is an obvious choice for object detection at night-time; however,
the performance of infrared imagery in daytime is typically lower
than RGB imagery since most RGB cameras have considerably
higher pixel count and pixel resolution than IR cameras. As such,
it is natural to combine IR and RGB imagery for object detec-
tion via an adaptive illumination aware network (IAN) [8, 9], to
achieve the best of both worlds at day and night-time.

To apply deep learning methodologies to solve this problem,
we need pairs of IR/RGB imagery to train deep networks. Al-
though there exist datasets for drone object detection, for the most
part, they are either RGB [2, 18]or IR [3]. The few dataset with
both IR and RGB imagery either do not have registered frames
[4], or they are not captured by drones [5,6]. In addition, existing
datasets are all captured in urban areas, which could be limiting
in more general settings. Finally, many recent works on fusing
RGB and IR channels propose application specific deep networks

for applications such as pedestrian detection, leak checking or au-
tonomous driving [7–10], which are not necessarily applicable to
drone captured data.

In this paper, we describe three approaches to overcome lack
of availability of paired RGB/IR images with labels for training
purposes. The first one uses a CycleGAN [19] which aims to syn-
thetically generate corresponding IR images once it is presented
with RGB images. Since there is an abundance of labeled RGB
drone imagery, this process can result in labeled IR images. Even
if labeled drone imagery were not readily available, there exist
accurate RGB object detectors for drone imagery [18], which can
be applied to label the RGB images with relatively high accuracy
e.g., above 90%. However, CycleGAN alone cannot recover lost
information in RGB images taken at night time. Therefore it is
not possible for a synthetic IR image trained with RGB imagery
to reveal information that would have been present in an actual IR
image taken at night time with a thermal camera.

To this end, we employ an open-source simulation envi-
ronment Aerial Informatics and Robotics Simulation (AIRSim)
[21, 22] to synthesize realistic IR images at day or night time.
AIRSim provides simulation for drones, ground vehicles such as
cars and various other objects, built on Unreal Engine 4 [23] to
create physically and visually realistic simulations. We use AIR-
Sim to create synthetic environments, not necessarily limited to
urban environments, to render photorealistic IR/RGB images at
day and night time. Our third approach to creating labeled IR im-
agery involves applying CycleGAN to the rendered RGB images
from the AIRSim simulator to close the sim-to-real gap between
simulation and the real world. We characterize the performance
of all the three synthetic IR generation methods in the context of
IR/RGB fusion for object detection in drone captured imagery.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the specifics of the RGB/IR fusion model used throughout
the paper. In Section 3, we discuss the three synthetic IR gener-
ation methods in detail. In Section 4, we test our fusion model
on both synthetically generated IR data and real-world datasets.
Conclusions and future work are included in Section 5.

2. RGB/IR fusion object detection
In this section we describe our basic design choices and

methodology for IR/RGB fusion. We use YOLOv4 [1] as the ba-
sic architecture for our RGB and IR object detectors. YOLOv4
is a real-time object detection model which has been shown to
achieve fast inference time as well as high accuracy. Compared to
different object detection methods [12–16], its one-stage design
avoids computing expensive region proposal network, making it
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Figure 1: Structure of the Illumination Awareness Network (IAN)
comprised of 7 layers with the first 5 being convolution + max
pooling layers and the last 2 being fully connected layers. It
takes a RGB/IR image pair as input and outputs the RGB and
IR weights respectively.

twice as fast as EfficientDet [16] with comparable performance
on MS COCO dataset [17]. It also uses Spatial Pyramid Pooling
(SPP) [24] to deal with scale invariance.

We retrain a YOLOv4 model on the VisDrone dataset [2,18]
and use it as our RGB detector in the remainder of the paper.
VisDrone dataset is collected by drone platforms under various
weather and lighting conditions and contains 261,908 frames and
10,209 static images. Our IR object detection model is con-
structed by reducing the 3 RGB channels in the original YOLOv4
model to 1 infrared channel. We train the IR model using syn-
thetic IR datasets generated via the three methods to be described
in Section 3. To fuse the results of our RGB and IR deep learning
networks, we propose a lightweight IAN shown in Fig. 1. This
is motivated by the fact that RGB images result in better perfor-
mance at daytime due to their higher spatial resolution and multi-
plicities of channels, namely R, G, and B, whereas at night-time
the single channel IR image outperforms the visible light. The
input to IAN is an RGB/IR image pair and the output consists of
the RGB and IR weights which are used to select the appropriate
detector. It is trained in coordination with the RGB and IR detec-
tors, in that it selects the higher performing detector rather than
predicting illumination conditions. This is because illumination
may not be the only factor that affects accuracy. As seen in Fig.
1, the IAN is comprised of 7 layers with the first 5 being convo-
lution + max pooling layers and the last 2 being fully connected
layers.

To take full advantages of RGB and IR detectors, we pro-
pose a late fusion structure as seen in Fig. 2. It is comprised
of two YOLOv4 detectors and an IAN network. Paired RGB/IR
images are passed to their respective detectors and to the IAN,
generating object detection results and confidence weights. The
decision layer decides which model to trust and outputs the result.

3. Synthetic IR data generation
To train a deep learning object detection model, we need

large amounts of labelled, paired RGB/IR data. Paired RGB/IR
drone image datasets are rare, and even if they exist, they have
very few examples, and are not labelled. Also, in the absence of
parried RGB images, it is not easy for human operators to accu-
rately label IR images. In this section, we describe three method-

ologies for creating labelled IR images, which are paired with
labelled RGB images to provide as input to our system shown in
Fig. 2. In this paper, we are primarily interested in two classes
of objects: pedestrian and cars. Our first approach, described in
Section 3.1 is based on CycleGAN, the second one described in
Section 3.2 is based on AIRSim and the third one in Section 3.3.
is a combination of the two.

3.1 CycleGAN with Mask R-CNN Segmentation
To generate the IR images from their RGB counter parts,

we train a CycleGAN [19] using unpaired RGB/IR images data
captured with our own drone, as well as existing unlabelled non-
paired images [3] to generate an RGB-to-IR style adapter. To
create labelled IR images, we apply an accurate off-the-shelf ob-
ject detector to the RGB images that are then fed to the Cycle-
GAN. We then translate the bounding boxes from the RGB im-
ages to the IR images as shown in Fig. 3. Such RGB detectors
with mAP of larger than 90% are readily available in the litera-
ture [20, 21]. To create more realistic IR imagery, we also apply
Mask R-CNN [20] to the bounding boxes of detected objects in
RGB images to semantically segment out the humans and cars in
order to enhance their heat signature. In doing so, we make them
appear to be warmer than the background environment by adjust-
ing the value of the segmented pixels, as shown in Fig. 3. The
RGB image is resized from 3326× 1871 to 1024× 1024 before
it is passed onto the CycleGAN model, which is trained with un-
paired RGB/IR images from the same data distribution of urban
environments. Example synthetic IR data generated using this ap-
proach, along with their RGB counterparts can be found in Fig.
4a-4c. Effectively, the CycleGAN enables us to take advantage of
existing RGB drone image datasets such as VisDrone in order to
create a large number of synthetic IR imagery using the trained
CycleGAN. That said, this method has several drawbacks: first to
create IR realistic images, the CycleGAN requires a large number
of input examples, both RGB and IR; while there is an abundance
of drone RGB images, the same cannot be said with IR; second,
small number of pixels associated with pedestrians and cars in the
drone imagery adversely affects the performance of Mask R-CNN
instance segmentation as seen in Fig. 4a. Applying classical seg-
mentation schemes such as GrabCut [25] does not result in better
instance segmentation either due to the small number of pixels in
the bounding box associated with the objects of interest. Thirdly,
simple tuning of the heat signature via adjustment of the pixel
values of the object looks unnatural, as shown in Fig. 4b. Finally,
Mask R-CNN produces unacceptable segmentation masks in situ-
ations with numerous objects in proximity of each other, as shown
in the example in Fig. 4c.

3.2 Simulation Rendering of Environment
To overcome some of the above-mentioned problems in the

CycleGAN & Mask R-CNN approach, we seek new methods to
generate labelled paired IR/RGB images. As simulation in Unreal
engine can create semi-realistic environments of our choosing,
we leverage the power of AIRSim [21], a high-fidelity physical
and visual drone flight simulator, to synthetically generate paired
IR/RGB images for training our deep learning networks of Fig.
2. We model the temperature distribution of the humans, vehi-
cles and background following the model presented in [22], pre-
assigning temperatures to different categories of objects during
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Figure 2: Block diagram of our proposed system comprising of an RGB and IR YOLOv4 detector and an IAN network fusing the two.
RGB/IR images are passed to their respective detectors and to the IAN, generating object detection results and confidence weights. The
decision layer decides which model to trust and outputs the result.

Figure 3: Generating images via CycleGAN and Mask R-CNN;
the RGB image is resized to 1024× 1024 from 3326× 1871 and
passed into the CycleGAN model trained with unpaired RGB/IR
images from the same data distribution; objects of interest , i.e.
humans and cars are enhanced via Mask R-CNN mask semantic
segmentation and heat signature modification.

different day/night periods. We create both forest and city vir-
tual environments, placing different models of humans and cars
in them with randomized positions and orientations, then perform
data collection with a camera angled downwards at 45 degrees,
with example images shown in Fig. 5. With this simulation ap-
proach, we have unparalleled control of the environment and the
lighting, without needing to adhere to the priors in RGB datasets
such as VisDrone which are often limited to one type of a scene
e.g. urban environments. Even though the resulting synthetic im-
ages from AIRSim are realistic, they do not completely bridge the
sim-to-real gap between the simulation generated IR imagery and
actual IR imagery.

3.3 Combining CycleGAN with Simulation Based
Rendering

To bridge the sim-to real gap, we opt to combine Cycle-
GAN with AIRSim as follows. We replace 50% of the original
RGB training dataset used for the CycleGAN-only method with
the AIRSim generated RGB images, and keep the remaining 50%
RGB training images from VisDrone intact. We also keep the
IR training set unchanged with respect to the CycleGAN-only
method. During inference, we pass AIRSim rendered RGB im-
ages through the CycleGAN. This approach enables us to keep the
original style transfer quality of the real-world images in Cycle-
GAN, while also ensuring that the synthetic RGB images are suc-
cessfully style-transferred to their IR counterparts. In this case,
since the RGB images emanate from AIRSim simulations in in-
ference, the IR labels are perfectly accurate and do not suffer from
imperfections of R-CNN segmentation due to small object sizes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Examples of CycleGAN & Mask R-CNN Synthetic IR
generation: (a) Mask R-CNN does not perform well on small hu-
mans; (b) Simply tuning the segmented out areas is not natural;
(c) No distinction between objects close together.
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Figure 5: Examples of using the AIRSim simulator to capture
images.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Comparison of simulation and CycleGAN generated IR
images with actual IR images captured by a thermal camera; (a)
synthetic IR images generated by passing simulated RGB images
into CycleGAN trained with real world data, plus additional tem-
perature adjustments; for example, engine hoods of the cards have
been artificially made ”hot” ; (b) Actual IR image captured with a
thermal camera on situated on a rooftop of a building in Berkeley,
California.

(a) (b)
Figure 7: Detection results from the RGB/IR models onboard the
Nvidia Xavier drone, during the experiment carried out in Rich-
mond Field Station, Berkeley, California. (a) RGB output with
red bounding boxes; (b) IR output with white bounding boxes.
Both models detect the three people and one car in the scene suc-
cessfully.

Furthermore, as we have full control over the lighting and envi-
ronment, we can create more realistic daytime and night-time IR
images, and introduce thermal variation on the surface of objects,
as seen in Fig. 6a. In this picture, we make the engine hoods of
the cars ”hot” so that it looks similar to an actual IR image shown
in Fig. 6b. Again, the simulation environment provides us with
pixel perfect segmentation of the objects and hence allows us to
manipulate the exact pixels in the object for better realism.

4. Experiments
We test our trained network on both real-world and syntheti-

cally generated RGB/IR paired datasets for the three methods de-
scribed in Section 3. For synthetic datasets, the distribution be-
tween night time and day time is 50/50. Further, they are split
80/20 into training and testing respectively. For the VisDrone
dataset used in CycleGAN, the test set images are not used during
training and are held out. For AIRSim-based methods, the test
sets are generated with different distributions of human and car
models. The hyper-parameters are directly tuned on the training
set. All datasets are run on RGB-only, IR-only and fusion mod-
els separately, with the results shown in Tables 1-3. In general,
there are two factors contributing to the performance of fusion:
the performance of IAN as measured by mAP and the degree of
redundancy between IR and RGB images, i.e. how well they com-
plement each other.

Table 1 shows the results for the CycleGAN approach with
RGB data used for training and testing from VisDrone dataset. As
seen, the RGB-only model outperforms the IR-only model. One
possible explanation is that for the VisDrone dataset, we leverage
the existing annotations of the RGB images to annotate the gen-
erated IR images. Specifically, we copy the car bounding boxes
from the RGB images to their IR counterparts, and pass the de-
tected humans through the aforementioned thermal signature aug-
mentation pipeline. Thus, by definition, in this approach, IR could
never detect any more objects than RGB can or outperform RGB
since the IR annotations are a subset of the RGB annotations. In
practice, this is not the case since IR images captured with actual
thermal cameras can reveal objects in dark while RGB cannot. In
effect the CycleGAN approach does not physically model the fact
that at night times, objects are detectable in IR images, but not in
RGB images. It is noted that the fusion model does worse than
IR and RGB standalone models. This is because the RGB outper-
forms IR by more than 20% and the IAN is only 75% accurate,
leading to a performance drop in the fusion approach.

Table 2 shows the results for AIRSim simulated RGB/IR im-
agery. Unlike Table 1 where RGB performance is 20% higher
than IR, in Table 2, the gap between RGB and IR is only 2%.
As seen, overall fusion mAP is higher than RGB-only or IR-
only methods. This can be explained by the fact that RGB and
IR detectors are complimenting each other at day and night time.
Specifically, unlike RGB detector which performs poorly at night,
the IR detector has specifically been trained to detect objects in
dark. Here the IAN can choose the better performing detector
with accuracy of 83%.

Table 3 shows the performance of the combined CycleGAN
and Simulation based rendering. Recall that in this case, the la-
beled synthesized IR imagery is as accurate as labeled RGB im-
agery because we use simulated RGB images as input to the Cy-
cleGAN for both daytime and night-time images. Consequently,
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Class\Detector RGB IR Fusion IAN
Setting Day Night All Day Night All Day Night All Oracle

Precision
Car 0.86 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.70 0.77 0.85 0.77 0.81 0.86

People 0.55 0.43 0.49 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.45 0.34 0.40 0.54
0.75

mAP@0.5 IOU 0.71 0.62 0.66 0.46 0.36 0.41 0.65 0.56 0.61 0.70
Table 1: RGB/IR Fusion with CycleGAN

Class\Detector RGB IR Fusion IAN
Setting Day Night All Day Night All Day Night All Oracle

Precision
Car 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.72 0.78 0.75 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.97

People 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.81 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.80 0.85 0.87
0.83

mAP@0.5 IOU 0.82 0.74 0.78 0.76 0.84 0.80 0.88 0.81 0.85 0.92
Table 2: RGB/IR Fusion with Simulation

Class\Detector RGB IR Fusion IAN
Setting Day Night All Day Night All Day Night All Oracle

Precision
Car 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.99

People 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.95 0.93 0.97
0.96

mAP@0.5 IOU 0.82 0.74 0.78 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.98
Table 3: RGB/IR Fusion with Simulation & CycleGAN

Method\Dataset RFS-day Hearst-night

CycleGAN

car AP = 27.95%

person AP = 0.06%

mAP = 14.01%

car AP = 0.22%

person AP = 0.00%

mAP = 0.11%

AIRSim Simulation

car AP = 0.50%

person AP = 0.23%

mAP = 0.37%

car AP = 0.01%

person AP = 0.42%

mAP = 0.22%

CycleGAN & AIRSim

car AP = 0.00%

person AP = 5%

mAP = 2.5%

car AP = 0.00%

person AP = 2%

mAP = 1%

RGB detector with IR as grayscale image input

car AP = 33%

person AP = 6%

mAP = 19.5%

car AP = 14.91%

person AP = 0.03%

mAP = 7.47%
Table 4: Comparison of various synthetic IR generation methods tested on real-world images of both day and night settings.

as seen in Table 3 the performance of IR-only is much improved
compared to Table 1. In addition, in Table 3, IR outperforms RGB
by about 20% since no information is lost in the IR images due
to illumination conditions. After fusion with RGB, due to the still
imperfect IAN , the fusion performance is slightly worse than IR.

We also test our IR model trained with various methods on
actual IR images captured with an IR camera as shown in Table
4. For the real-world dataset, we collected and annotated 110
daytime images at Richmond Field Station (RFS-day) and 160
night-time images at Etcheverry Building overlooking Hearst Av-
enue (Hearst-night). The IR camera used is the FLIR Boson 640
with a resolution at 640x512. There are 403 instances of cars and
346 instances of people in the RFS-day dataset and 496 instances
of cars and 310 instances of people in the Hearst-night dataset.
Neither set were used in training. As seen, the performance of all
three synthetic IR generation methods is poor, and significantly
worse than their test results on synthetic data in Tables 1-3. The

fourth row of Table 4 corresponds to an IR detector which simply
converts IR image into grayscale image and applies it as input to
the RGB-only model. As seen, this rather simple method, outper-
forms all the other three synthetic IR generation methods. The
only synthetic method that comes close to this simple “grayscale”
IR detector is daytime CycleGAN detection of cars at 27.95% ac-
curacy. Also note that combination of CycleGAN plus AIRSim
is superior to AIRSim-only, confirming that the sim-to-real gap is
somewhat narrowed.

We implemented our fused detection model on an Nvidia
Xavier shared with other sensor processing. The processing time
for our fused detection with both the RGB and the grayscale IR
model is 28 milliseconds per RGB/IR pair. An example of such
fused detection on an actual image captured with our drone during
the experiment carried out in Richmond Field Station, Richmond,
California is shown in Fig. 7. Specifically, the left and right im-
ages show the RGB and IR output with red and white bounding
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boxes respectively. Both models detect the three people and one
car in the scene in Fig. 7 successfully. The performance of the
fusion models can be seen in Tables 5 and 6. As expected, for
both daytime and night time datasets, RGB does better than IR,
and fusion does better than either one. Furthermore, the over-
all performance is considerably better at daytime than night time.
This underlines the need for more realistic IR data for training,
particularly at night time.

Class\Detector RGB detector Grayscale IR detector Fusion
Car 0.78 0.33 0.79

People 0.84 0.06 0.83
mAP@0.5 IOU 0.81 0.20 0.81

Table 5: Fusion performance on RFS-day dataset
Class\Detector RGB detector Grayscale IR detector Fusion

Car 0.25 0.15 0.27
People 0.01 0.0003 0.01

mAP@0.5 IOU 0.13 0.08 0.14
Table 6: Fusion performance on Hearst-night dataset

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an RGB/IR fusion detection

framework. Future work involves developing methods to improve
the performance of IR synthetic image generation in such a way
that the resulting models work better on actual IR object detection
models, i.e. closing the sim-to-real gap. Synthesizing realistic IR
images is particularly challenging at night. Few-shot or one-shot
learning could also be worthwhile to investigate to alleviate short-
age of night time drone imagery.
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